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Napoleon Bonaparte is renowned as one of the great military commanders in history,
and the central figure in so many of the events of the French Revolutionary and
Napoleonic wars. Throughout the first decade of the 19th century he won battle after
battle by wielding the Grande Armée decisively against the other powers of Europe –
Prussia, Austria and Russia. Yet his fortunes changed in 1812 when the invasion of
Russia wrecked his forces, and Napoleon suffered his final defeat at Waterloo in 1815.
On a cold December day in 1840 Parisians turned out in force to watch as Napoleon's
coffin was solemnly borne down the Champs-Elysées on its final journey to the
Invalides. The return of the Emperor's body from the island of St Helena, nearly twenty
years after his death, was a moment they had eagerly awaited, though there were
many who feared that the memories stirred would only further destabilize a country that
had struggled for order and direction since 'the little corporal' was sent into exile after
Waterloo. Alan Forrest tells the remarkable story of how the son of a Corsican attorney
became the most powerful man in Europe, a man whose political legacy endured long
after his lonely death many thousands of miles from France. Along the way, he cuts
away the layers of myth and counter-myth that have grown up around Napoleon, a man
who mixed history and legend promiscuously, and shows how he was as much a
product of his times as he was their creator. The convulsive effect of the Revolution on
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French society, and the new meritocracy it ushered in, afforded men of this generation
opportunities that were unimaginable under the Ancien Régime. Napoleon seized every
chance that was offered him, making full use of his undoubted abilities and charismatic
presence. But the Empire he created, stretching across most of the European
continent, was not the work of one man. It was a collective enterprise that depended on
the work and vision of thousands of administrators, army officers, jurists and educators,
and The Age of Napoleon is as much their story as his. In a book that takes in
everything from Napoleon's ill-fated expedition to Egypt to the festivals that punctuated
the Imperial calendar, Alan Forrest draws on original research and recent scholarship to
draw a fresh and compelling picture of one of the most dramatic periods in the history of
Europe.
This sophisticated and masterful biography, written by a respected French history
scholar who has taught courses on Napoleon at the University of Paris, brings new and
remarkable analysis to the study of modern history's most famous general and
statesman. Since boyhood, Steven Englund has been fascinated by the unique force,
personality, and political significance of Napoleon Bonaparte, who, in only a decade
and a half, changed the face of Europe forever. In Napoleon: A Political Life, Englund
harnesses his early passion and intellectual expertise to create a rich and full
interpretation of a brilliant but flawed leader. Napoleon believed that war was a means
to an end, not the end itself. With this in mind, Steven Englund focuses on the political,
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rather than the military or personal, aspects of Napoleon's notorious and celebrated life.
Doing so permits him to arrive at some original conclusions. For example, where most
biographers see this subject as a Corsican patriot who at first detested France, Englund
sees a young officer deeply committed to a political event, idea, and opportunity (the
French Revolution) -- not to any specific nationality. Indeed, Englund dissects carefully
the political use Napoleon made, both as First Consul and as Emperor of the French, of
patriotism, or "nation-talk." As Englund charts Napoleon's dramatic rise and fall -- from
his Corsican boyhood, his French education, his astonishing military victories and no
less astonishing acts of reform as First Consul (1799-1804) to his controversial record
as Emperor and, finally, to his exile and death -- he is at particular pains to explore the
unprecedented power Napoleon maintained over the popular imagination. Alone among
recent biographers, Englund includes a chapter that analyzes the Napoleonic legend
over the course of the past two centuries, down to the present-day French Republic,
which has its own profound ambivalences toward this man whom it is afraid to
recognize yet cannot avoid. Napoleon: A Political Life presents new consideration of
Napoleon's adolescent and adult writings, as well as a convincing argument against the
recent theory that the Emperor was poisoned at St. Helena. The book also offers an
explanation of Napoleon's role as father of the "modern" in politics. What finally
emerges from these pages is a vivid and sympathetic portrait that combines youthful
enthusiasm and mature scholarly reflection. The result is already regarded by experts
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as the Napoleonic bicentennial's first major interpretation of this perennial subject.
'Vibrant and illuminating ... [Dywer] tells a fascinating tale' The Times This meticulously
researched study opens with Napoleon no longer in power, but instead a prisoner on
the island of St Helena. This may have been a great fall from power, but Napoleon still
held immense attraction. Every day, huge crowds would gather on the far shore in the
hope of catching a glimpse of him. Philip Dwyer closes his ambitious trilogy exploring
Napoleon's life, legacy and myth by moving from those first months of imprisonment,
through the years of exile, up to death and then beyond, examining how the
foundations of legend that had been laid by Napoleon during his lifetime continued to
be built upon by his followers. This is a fitting and authoritative end to a definitive work.
The Boat Rocker is a poetry of life that both presents a philosophy of life and describes
an art of living that has been learned the hard way-by actually living a life; by having
tasted all the joys life offers and having suffered many of the tragedies and pains life
inevitably brings as well. While The Boat Rocker will not help a person to avoid all
tragedy and pain-those are a part of every life-it will help everyone who takes it's
message to heart to avoid some needless suffering and to get through whatever vale of
tears is encountered through a simple act of faith, for fidelity is everything in life-fidelity
to self, fidelity to our loved ones, fidelity to our purpose in life, and fidelity to God. These
are essential for a well-lived, rewarding life. But love is the heart and soul of faith, and
faith is but love made real.
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Napoleon Bonaparte's rise to power was neither inevitable nor smooth; it was full of
mistakes, wrong turns and pitfalls. During his formative years his identity was constantly
shifting, his character ambiguous and his intentions often ill-defined. He was, however,
highly ambitious, and it was this ruthless drive that advanced his career. This book
examines the extraordinary evolution of Napoleon's character and the means by which
at the age of thirty he became head of the most powerful country in Europe and skilfully
fashioned the image of himself that laid the foundation of the legend that endures to this
day.
This historical study of Napoleonic battles and tactics examines firsthand accounts from
soldiers’ memoirs, diaries, and letters: “A major work” (David Seymour, Military
Illustrated). In this illuminating volume, historian Rory Muir explores what actually
happened in battle during the Napoleonic Wars, putting special focus on how the
participants’ feelings and reactions influenced the outcome. Looking at the immediate
dynamics of combat, Muir sheds new light on how Napoleon’s tactics worked. This
analysis is enhanced with vivid accounts of those who were there—the frightened foot
soldier, the general in command, the young cavalry officer whose boils made it
impossible to ride, and the smartly dressed aide-de-camp, tripped up by his voluminous
pantaloons. Muir considers the interaction of artillery, infantry, and cavalry; the role of
the general, subordinate commanders, staff officers, and aides; morale, esprit de corps,
soldiers’ attitudes toward death and feelings about the enemy; the plight of the
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wounded; the difficulty of surrendering; and the way victories were finally decided. He
discusses the mechanics of musketry, artillery, and cavalry charges and shows how
they influenced the morale, discipline, and resolution of the opposing armies. "Muir has
filled an important gap in the study of the Napoleonic era."—Library Journal

The definitive biography of the great soldier-statesman by the acclaimed author
of Churchill and The Last King of America—winner of the LA Times Book prize,
finalist for the Plutarch prize, winner of the Fondation Napoleon prize and a New
York Times bestseller “A thrilling tale of military and political genius… Roberts is
an uncommonly gifted writer.” —The Washington Post Austerlitz, Borodino,
Waterloo: his battles are among the greatest in history, but Napoleon Bonaparte
was far more than a military genius and astute leader of men. Like George
Washington and his own hero Julius Caesar, he was one of the greatest soldierstatesmen of all times. Andrew Roberts’s Napoleon is the first one-volume
biography to take advantage of the recent publication of Napoleon’s thirty-three
thousand letters, which radically transform our understanding of his character
and motivation. At last we see him as he was: protean multitasker, decisive,
surprisingly willing to forgive his enemies and his errant wife Josephine. Like
Churchill, he understood the strategic importance of telling his own story, and his
memoirs, dictated from exile on St. Helena, became the single bestselling book
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of the nineteenth century. An award-winning historian, Roberts traveled to fiftythree of Napoleon’s sixty battle sites, discovered crucial new documents in
archives, and even made the long trip by boat to St. Helena. He is as acute in his
understanding of politics as he is of military history. Here at last is a biography
worthy of its subject: magisterial, insightful, beautifully written, by one of our
foremost historians.
This true lost manuscript from the "grandfather of self-help," Napoleon Hill
provides timeless wisdom on how to attain a more successful and wealthy life
using simple principles. Napoleon Hill first wrote The Path to Personal Power in
1941, intending it as a handbook for people lifting themselves out of the Great
Depression. But upon the bombing of Pearl Harbor and America's entrance into
World War II, these lessons were put aside and largely forgotten--until today.
Discovered in the archives of the Napoleon Hill Foundation, this never-beforepublished work is made up of three easily digested lessons, each its own
chapter: Definteness of Purpose; the Master Mind; and Going the Extra Mile. This
concise book is a powerful roadmap that leads to a single discovery--you already
have the power to attain whatever wealth, success, and prosperity you desire in
life. All you need to do is walk the path without straying, and the rest will follow.
Using these lessons, you have principles to live by that will help you stay on your
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own personal path to power, and achieve success that you never thought
possible.
Chronicles the growth of America and the dynamic individuals who invoked noble
principles to justify an aggressive pursuit of a coast-to-coast domain, examining
the roles of Thomas Jefferson, John Quincy Adams, James Polk, and Teddy
Roosevelt.
From Alan Forrest, a preeminent British scholar, comes an exceedingly readable
account of the man and his legend On a cold December day in 1840 Parisians
turned out in force to watch as the body of Napoleon was solemnly carried on a
riverboat from Courbevoie on its final journey to the Invalides. The return of their
long-dead emperor's corpse from the island of St. Helena was a moment that
Paris had eagerly awaited, though many feared that the memories stirred would
serve to further destabilize a country that had struggled for order and direction
since he had been sent into exile. In this book Alan Forrest tells the remarkable
story of how the son of a Corsican attorney became the most powerful man in
Europe, a man whose charisma and legacy endured after his lonely death many
thousands of miles from the country whose fate had become so entwined with his
own. Along the way, Forrest also cuts away the many layers of myth and counter
myth that have grown up around Napoleon, a man who mixed history and legend
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promiscuously. Drawing on original research and his own distinguished
background in French history, Forrest demonstrates that Napoleon was as much
a product of his times as their creator.
NAPOLEON—SOLDIER, EMPEROR, LOVER... This magnificent reconstruction
of Napoleon’s life and legend is written by a distinguished Oxford scholar. It is
based on newly discovered documents—including the personal letters of MarieLouise and the decoded diaries of General Bertrand, who accompanied
Napoleon to his final exile on St. Helena. It has been hailed as the most
important single-volume work in Napoleonic literature. “Mr. Markham’s book is
notable...a well-balanced study of a man vastly bigger than his 5 feet 6 inches,
who has been for generations one of the most fascinating of subjects for
biography.”—Mark S. Watson, Baltimore Evening Sun “A surprisingly sympathetic
biography of one of the most fascinating men who ever strutted across the stage
of history.”—Dolph Honicker, Nashville Tennesseean “A remarkable
achievement. The story moves as fast as one of Bonaparte’s campaigns and is
told with the clarity of his dispatches.”—The Economist “A definitive contribution
to Napoleonic literature.”—Jose Sanchez, St. Louis Globe Democrat “The
university lecturer in History at Oxford has approached the impossible; he has
written a new life of one of the most written-about figures in modern history with
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freshness, vivacity, fine scholarship and penetration.”—James H. Powers, Boston
Globe “Markham has achieved a startlingly vivid and coherent picture of
Napoleon’s career, of the social and intellectual influences that molded it, and of
the men and forces that opposed it. The military events, the political movements,
the personal intrigues—all appear, each in its proper place and perspective.”—E.
Nelson Hayes, Los Angeles Times “Markham’s erudition is extensive; he makes
full use of recent discoveries of manuscript material, and he writes with admirable
judgment about a character who has been misjudged consistently by
historians.”—J. H. Plumb, The Saturday Review
Reproduction of the original: Napoleon Bonaparte by John S.C. Abbott
It was part youthful zeal and part teen crush that led Zarah Ghahramani to join a
student protest movement. But dabbling in student politics was to lead to disaster
when one day she was bundled into a car and taken to Tehran's most notorious
prison: Evin. Far from her comfortable middle-class home, Zarah had to find
refuge from her ruthless interrogators in a windowless concrete cell. Day after
day she was humiliated and viciously beaten until all she wanted was simply to
die, her spirit broken. In My Life as a Traitor, Zarah tells the story of her horrifying
ordeal and her eventual release, and describes the ways it changed the naïve
nineteen-year-old she once was into a woman of courage and determination.
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The tragic story of Clisson and Eugenie reveals one of history's great leaders to also be an
accomplished writer of fiction.Written in an eloquently Romantic style true to its period, the
story offers the reader a fascinating insight into how the young Napoleon viewed love, women
and military life.
Patrice Gueniffey, the leading French historian of the Revolutionary and Napoleonic age, takes
up the epic narrative at the heart of this turbulent period: the life of Napoleon himself, from his
boyhood in Corsica, to his meteoric rise during the Italian and Egyptian campaigns, to his
proclamation as Consul for Life in 1802.
This book is suitable for children age 9 and above. Napoleon Bonaparte was the first emperor
of France. He was a very successful military general and he led his army into many victorious
battles. This is the story of how a lawyer's son rose to become a powerful emperor.
A History of Queensland explores from the time of earliest human habitation up to the present.
In this second volume of Philip Dwyer’s authoritative biography on one of history’s most
enthralling leaders, Napoleon, now 30, takes his position as head of the French state after the
1799 coup. Dwyer explores the young leader’s reign, complete with mistakes, wrong turns,
and pitfalls, and reveals the great lengths to which Napoleon goes in the effort to fashion his
image as legitimate and patriarchal ruler of the new nation. Concealing his defeats,
exaggerating his victories, never hesitating to blame others for his own failings, Napoleon is
ruthless in his ambition for power. Following Napoleon from Paris to his successful campaigns
in Italy and Austria, to the disastrous invasion of Russia, and finally to the war against the Sixth
Coalition that would end his reign in Europe, the book looks not only at these events but at the
character of the man behind them. Dwyer reveals Napoleon’s darker sides—his brooding
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obsessions and propensity for violence—as well as his passionate nature: his loves, his ability
to inspire, and his capacity for realizing his visionary ideas. In an insightful analysis of
Napoleon as one of the first truly modern politicians, the author discusses how the persuasive
and forward-thinking leader skillfully fashioned the image of himself that persists in legends
that surround him to this day.
Written with great energy and authority—and using the newly available personal archives of
Napoleon himself—the first volume of a majestic two-part biography of the great French
emperor and conqueror.
The definitive biography of Napoleon, revealing the true man behind the legend "What a novel
my life has been!" Napoleon once said of himself. Born into a poor family, the callow young
man was, by twenty-six, an army general. Seduced by an older woman, his marriage
transformed him into a galvanizing military commander. The Pope crowned him as Emperor of
the French when he was only thirty-five. Within a few years, he became the effective master of
Europe, his power unparalleled in modern history. His downfall was no less dramatic. The story
of Napoleon has been written many times. In some versions, he is a military genius, in others a
war-obsessed tyrant. Here, historian Adam Zamoyski cuts through the mythology and explains
Napoleon against the background of the European Enlightenment, and what he was himself
seeking to achieve. This most famous of men is also the most hidden of men, and Zamoyski
dives deeper than any previous biographer to find him. Beautifully written, Napoleon brilliantly
sets the man in his European context.

Although war memoirs constitute a rich, varied literary form, they are often dismissed by
historians as unreliable. This collection of essays is one of the first to explore the
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modern war memoir, revealing the genre’s surprising capacity for breadth and
sophistication while remaining sensitive to the challenges it poses for scholars.
Covering conflicts from the Napoleonic era to today, the studies gathered here consider
how memoirs have been used to transmit particular views of war even as they have
emerged within specific social and political contexts.
In her international bestseller, The Downing Street Years, Margaret Thatcher provided
an acclaimed account of her years as Prime Minister. This second volume reflects on
the early years of her life and how they influenced her political career.
A biography that examines the extraordinary evolution of Napoleon's character. During
his formative years his identity was constantly shifting, his character ambiguous and his
intentions often ill-defined.
A strinking account of the impact of the French Revolution in Paris, across the French
countryside, and around the globe The French Revolution has fascinated, perplexed,
and inspired for more than two centuries. It was a seismic event that radically
transformed France and launched shock waves across the world. In this provocative
new history, Peter McPhee draws on a lifetime’s study of eighteenth-century France
and Europe to create an entirely fresh account of the world’s first great modern
revolution—its origins, drama, complexity, and significance. Was the Revolution a major
turning point in French—even world—history, or was it instead a protracted period of
violent upheaval and warfare that wrecked millions of lives? McPhee evaluates the
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Revolution within a genuinely global context: Europe, the Atlantic region, and even
farther. He acknowledges the key revolutionary events that unfolded in Paris, yet also
uncovers the varying experiences of French citizens outside the gates of the city: the
provincial men and women whose daily lives were altered—or not—by developments in
the capital. Enhanced with evocative stories of those who struggled to cope in
unpredictable times, McPhee’s deeply researched book investigates the changing
personal, social, and cultural world of the eighteenth century. His startling conclusions
redefine and illuminate both the experience and the legacy of France’s transformative
age of revolution. “McPhee…skillfully and with consummate clarity recounts one of the
most complex events in modern history…. [This] extraordinary work is destined to be the
standard account of the French Revolution for years to come.”—Publishers Weekly
(starred review)
Draws on current research to profile Napoleon as a military leader, lover, and emperor,
tracing his career from his Corsican roots through the years of the French Revolution
and battle triumphs, and chronicling his coronation and eventual defeat and
imprisonment. Reprint. 12,500 first printing.
Massacres and mass killings have always marked if not shaped the history of the world
and as such are subjects of increasing interest among historians. The premise
underlying this collection is that massacres were an integral, if not accepted part (until
quite recently) of warfare, and that they were often fundamental to the colonizing
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process in the early modern and modern worlds. Making a deliberate distinction
between 'massacre' and 'genocide', the editors call for an entirely separate and new
subject under the rubric of 'Massacre Studies', dealing with mass killings that are not
genocidal in intent. This volume offers a reflection on the nature of mass killings and
extreme violence across regions and across centuries, and brings together a wide
range of approaches and case studies.
Russia played a fundamental role in the outcome of Napoleonic Wars; the wars also
had an impact on almost every area of Russian life. Russia and the Napoleonic Wars
brings together significant and new research from Russian and non-Russian historians
and their work demonstrates the importance of this period both for Russia and for all of
Europe.
The Corsican, 1769-1796 -- The general, 1796-1799 -- The First Consul, 1799-1804 -The emperor, 1804-1812 -- Downfall, 1812-1815 -- Epilogue: 1815-the present
The leading Wellington historian’s fascinating reassessment of the Iron Duke’s most
famous victory and his role in the turbulent politics after Waterloo. For Arthur Wellesley,
First Duke of Wellington, his momentous victory over Napoleon was the culminating
point of a brilliant military career. Yet Wellington’s achievements were far from over: he
commanded the allied army of occupation in France to the end of 1818, returned home
to a seat in Lord Liverpool’s cabinet, and became prime minister in 1828. He later
served as a senior minister in Peel’s government and remained Commander-in-Chief
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of the Army for a decade until his death in 1852. In this richly detailed work, the second
and concluding volume of Rory Muir’s definitive biography, the author offers a
substantial reassessment of Wellington’s significance as a politician and a nuanced
view of the private man behind the legend of the selfless hero. Muir presents new
insights into Wellington’s determination to keep peace at home and abroad, achieved
by maintaining good relations with the Continental powers and resisting radical agitation
while granting political equality to the Catholics in Ireland rather than risk civil war. And
countering one-dimensional pictures of Wellington as a national hero, Muir paints a
portrait of a well-rounded man whose austere demeanor on the public stage belied his
entertaining, gossipy, generous, and unpretentious private self. “[An] authoritative and
enjoyable conclusion to a two-part biography.”—Lawrence James, Times (London)
“Muir conveys the military, political, social and personal sides of Wellington’s career
with equal brilliance. This will be the leading work on the subject for decades.”—Andrew
Roberts, author of Napoleon and Wellington: The Long Duel
Austerlitz, Wagram, Borodino, Trafalgar, Leipzig, Waterloo: these are the places most
closely associated with the era of the Napoleonic Wars. But how did this period of
nearly continuous conflict affect the world beyond Europe? The immensity of the
fighting waged by France against England, Prussia, Austria, and Russia, and the
immediate consequences of the tremors that spread throughout the world. In this
ambitious and far-ranging work, Alexander Mikaberidze argues that the Napoleonic
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Wars can only be fully understood in an international perspective. France struggled for
dominance not only on the plains of Europe but also in the Americas, West and South
Africa, Ottoman Empire, Iran, India, Indonesia, the Philippines, Mediterranean Sea, and
the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. Taking specific regions in turn, Mikaberidze discusses
major political-military events around the world and situates geopolitical decisionmaking within its long- and short-term contexts. From the British expeditions to
Argentina and South Africa to the Franco-Russian maneuvering in the Ottoman Empire,
the effects of the French Revolution and Napoleonic Wars would shape international
affairs well into the next century. In Egypt, the wars led to the rise of Mehmed Ali and
the emergence of a powerful state; in North America, the period transformed and
enlarged the newly established United States; and in South America, the Spanish
colonial empire witnessed the start of national-liberation movements that ultimately
ended imperial control. Skillfully narrated and deeply researched, here at last is the
global history of the period, one that expands our view of the Napoleonic Wars and their
role in laying the foundations of the modern world.
'A Napoleonic triumph of a book, irresistibly galloping with the momentum of a cavalry
charge' Simon Sebag Montefiore 'Simply dynamite' Bernard Cornwell From Andrew
Roberts, author of the bestsellers The Storm of War and Churchill: Walking with
Destiny, this is the definitive modern biography of Napoleon. It has become all too
common for Napoleon Bonaparte's biographers to approach him as a figure to be
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reviled, bent on world domination, practically a proto-Hitler. Here, after years of study
extending even to visits paid to St Helena and 53 of Napoleon's 56 battlefields, Andrew
Roberts has created a true portrait of the mind, the life, and the military and above all
political genius of a fundamentally constructive ruler. This is the Napoleon, Roberts
reminds us, whose peacetime activity produced countless indispensable civic
innovations - and whose Napoleonic Code provided the blueprint for civil law systems
still in use around the world today. It is one of the greatest lives in world history, which
here has found its ideal biographer. The sheer enjoyment which this book will give
anyone who loves history is enormous.
Fresh, innovative and broad in scope, this outstanding biography mints one of the great
figures of modern history anew.
A panoramic chronicle of Napoleon Bonaparte’s rise to power—excerpted from
celebrated historian Charles Esdaile’s masterwork Napoleon’s Wars Napoleon’s
Wars offers a definitive account of the violent conflicts that seethed within Europe from
the end of the Peace of Amiens in 1803 to the Battle of Waterloo in 1815, recognizing
not only the role of Napoleon himself, but also of the larger forces at play during this
tumultuous era. In this excerpt, acclaimed historian Charles Esdaile chronicles the
shifting European alliances and simmering enmities in the closing years of the 18th
century and follows the rise of young Napoleon from misfit schoolboy to the conquering
hero of France. Stripping away myth and fabrication to lay bare the future ruler of the
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French Empire’s vainglorious nature and obsessive lust for power, Esdaile reveals the
young Corsican as a master manipulator, who time and again bends political tensions,
cultural conflict, and military strategy toward his own aims. A selection from the work
the Economist has called “explanatory history of high order,” Napoleon: Ascent to
Power offers a wide-ranging explanation of the circumstances that led the countries of
Europe to fight each other so ferociously for so long, and a portrait of the man who
pushed the conflict to new heights of devastation.
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